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Firstly let me say that as a Christian Minister I appreciate the chance to give a submission to
this inquirery.
And that I am glad to see that this bill is looking to strengthen our religious freedoms here in
this state of NSW.
For sadly, I have witnessed over recent years the erosion of our precious freedoms by whose
who have subtlely come in by stealth to undermine with their carefully crafted agendas.
These individuals can only be described as 5 th columnists.
They are well funded & normally well connected & have infitrated our organs of government
& civil society at all levels.
Their plan has been obvious to even the most short sighted, & their effect has been enormous.
Call it a take over if you will.
And due to the causes that they have thoughtfully ititiated.
The leaven of their causes, has taken effect upon the whole lump.
Their battle cry has been 'Tolerance' , but in reality................ their tolerance is really total
'Intolerance' to any & all who oppose their plan of control & destruction of Western
Civilization.
These minorities, only want control of the narative & freedom to litigate any who would
dare oppose them or their plan.
They want a licience to do whatsoever they will, with definitely NO boundaries or fences.

But on the other hand, these 'would be' tyrants want the majority to be shackled & gagged.

So as a Christian Minister, I believe that we now need to see a restoration of our basic
Religious Freedoms.
Which have been believed on, fought for, upheld, & loved by all freedom loving peoples.
And from which our Nation's stability, prosperity & health has been founded upon. Not only
Physically, but Mentally and also Spiritually.
And our families, have been strengthened, & these families have produced the type of people
that have made this nation great today.

So here are some of the Religious Rights that need to be enshrined so as to protect
Australian's Rights.
The Right to worship God freely as each sees fit.
The Right to worship Jesus Christ as the living Creator without impedance from the police or
government.
The Right to believe & teach & preach the Bible without impedance from the police or any
thought police. And any version of the Bible at that.
The Right to teach your children the beliefs that parents feel are needful without interference
from the police or government.
The Right to raise your children without any government interferrence .
The Right for the parents to make decisions in regard to their own children's welfare without
government interferrence.
The Right to gather together & to fellowship without fear or interferrence from government
or the police.
The Right to NOT have the Perversion of sex education taught to young children in the care
of the NSW education department. Pushing depraved agendas.

The time has come for ordinary people to rise up in defense of their Religious freedoms
which are in 2020 in danger of being totally taken from them.

And to defend against government interferrence, so as to classify religious believers as
'Untrustworthy' .................like communist China. or other communist State.

So please pass this bill to ensure that we can have some common sense in a world that has
gone mad.
So restore some confidence among the people of NSW, in the organs of government in this
state of New South Wales, .......for we are now in great need for this bill to be passed.
Again thank you for allowing me to submit to this inquirery,
Kindest regards,

